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ABSTRACT

A literature research was conducted pertaining to the effects on
underground workings and hydrology of 27 specific earthquakes in the
Western North American Intermontane Region. Although few data
pertaining to damage in the subsurface are available, a number of
conclusions may be reached:

1) Seismic events (natural or induced) have few significant effects
on underground facilities such as mines, tunnels, and other excavations
outside of the immediate epicentral area;

2) underground workings within the epicentral area may experience
moderate damage due to shaking, spalling of loose rocks, or increased
water influx; and

3) those workings in which fault movement occurs may sustain moderate
to severe damage such as offet of adits, tunnels, and timbers, caving,
and varying degrees of flooding.

Hydrologic effects are numerous in type and widespread in
distribution. The most notable include increases, decreases, or
cessations of flow or levels in springs, geysers, streams, and wells.
Ephemeral or persistent new springs or geysers may come into existence;
some may disappear. Areas characterized by geysers and hot springs
often exhibit great disturbances in the ground water regimen. Mud,
silt, or sand may be ejected from ground fissures to form craterlets,
cones, or *volcanoes". Other manifestations include reversal of stream
direction, changes in water chemistry, and earthquake-induced artesian
flow from wells.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The Bureau of nines was directed by Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) Work Directive 010, Task Order 002, under Interagency Agreement
NRC-0285-004, -. . . to examine well and mine data for western U.S.
mines to determine any effect of regional earthquakes on ground water
or underground mines. Hydrologic effects should include documented
well fluctuations, flooding in mines or tunnels, or spring
modifications. Mine data should be examined for any documentation of
damage to openings or underground workings as a result of earthquakes.
In addition, if there are any mining areas within the region where
persistent induced seismicity has been observed or numerous rockbursts
have been reported, these locations should be included in the mine
damage summary.' This report was written to fulfill the requirements
of the work directive.

Objectives

This document was designed to provide a quick reference to the
effects of specific earthquakes in the Western North American
Intermontane Region on underground workings and local and regional
hydrology. To this end, a table is provided that lists the earthquakes
by primary and alternate name (where applicable) showing approximate
latitude and longitude coordinates, dates,3/ magnitude, Mercalli
Intensity, and a summary of their effects. An abstract for each event,
providing more detailed or specific information in bullet form, is
presented in appendix A. For the user's convenience, references for
individual earthquakes are included at the end of each abstract.

Methodology

The methodology for Work Directive 010 consisted of literature
research and oral and written communications with Federal, State, and
private agencies. Research efforts included visits to state mining
bureaus in California, Nevada, and Washington and the libraries of the
University of Nevada, Reno, NV, Eastern Washington University, Cheney,
WA, and Washington State University, Pullman, WA.

3/Dates reported in Greenwich Civil Time.
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Inquiries and requests for information were solicited from the
following sources:

Washington Division of Geology and Earth Resources, Olympia, WA.
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC.
National Geophysical Data Center, Boulder, CO.
Seismological Society of America, Berkeley, CA.
California Division of Mines and Geology Library, Sacramento, CA.
Dr. Tousson Toppozada, California Division of Mines and Geology,
Sacramento, CA.

Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, Reno, NV.
Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology, Butte, MT.
Utah Geologic and Mineral Survey, Salt Lake City, UT.
Arizona Bureau of Mines, Tucson, AZ.
Idaho Bureau of Mines and Geology, Moscow, ID.
Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Portland, OR.
New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, Socorro, New
Mexico
Nevada Mining Association, Reno, NV.
Eastern California Museum, Independence, CA.
Mines Library, University of Nevada-Reno, Reno, NV.
Science and Engineering Library, Washington State University,
Pullman, WA.

National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA.
U.S. Geological Survey, Water Resources Division, Reston, VA.
Nevada Historical Society, Reno, NV.
Mid Columbia Library, Kennewick, WA.

Often accounts of minor to moderate damage to underground workings
have been reported in local newspapers yet have failed to be included in
professional or technical journals. The value of press accounts is
demonstrated in the abstract of the Owens Valley, CA, event of 1872.4/
Time constraints, however, prohibited visits to the offices of the many
newspapers in and around the areas under consideration.

Many accounts contained herein are of a general nature. This is
due, in most part, to generalities in the references cited, Site-
specific data, when available, are included if such inclusion contributes
to the user's overall understanding of the data and does not compromise
the NRC's stated objective of a quick and concise reference.

Where possible, ambiguous terms used in the references such as
Nconsiderable", "significant", *period of time", etc., are qualified or
quantified in the International System of Units (SI). However, such
quantification and qualification is generally lacking in the references.

Customary units of measurement have been converted to SI units
throughout the report except when in a direct quote; therefore
* . . . the water spouted 25 feet* is not converted to u . . . the water
spouted 7.6 m."

4/Press accounts of the Owens Valley event were graciously provided by
Dr. Tousson Toppozada of the California Division of Mines and Geology,
Sacramento, CA, from his personal files.
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EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE TO UNDERGROUND WORKINGS

Several recent studies conclude that there are very few available
data on damage in the subsurface due to earthquakes (1, p. 2; 2, p. 17;
3)5/ and most earthquake accounts are based on the effects on surface
structures; the same conclusion was reached in this study. This
paucity of data may be due to several factors that include, but not
limited to:

o Failure to report damage where such was limited to minor rock
falls or slight increases in mine water.

o Lack of communication, especially in the 19th and early 20th
centuries in sparsely populated areas.

o Lack of interest by newspaper editors or authors and/or editors
of professional or technical journals.

o Little or no subsurface damage directly attributable to
earthquakes.

Pratt (1, p. 2) states, *It is common knowledge in mining circles
that the damage caused by earthquakes is significantly less in the
subsurface than it is on the surface; mines have operated for a
substantial period of time in some of the most seismically active
regions of the world.' This view is shared by Carpenter (2), Stevens
(3), and Dowding and Rozen (4).

In an investigation of the Great Alaskan Earthquake of 1964, the
U.S. Geological Survey (in 1, p. 32) found that although some rocks
were shaken loose, no significant damage to mines, tunnels, or similar
underground facilities was reported. The reports of non-damage,
according to Pratt (2, p. 32), are significant as this event was one of
the largest (Magnitude 8.5 on Richter scale) to occur this century and
surface damage was extreme.

In many cases earthquakes strongly felt on the surface are little
felt in the subsurface. For instance, thousands of miners in the
workings at Butte, Montana, were unaware of the 1959 Hebgen Lake shock
although considerable shaking was reported on the surface. With regard
to earthquake damage in the subsurface, Stevens (in 2, p. 20) draws the
following conclusions:

Severe damage is enevitable when a mine or tunnel intersects a
fault along which movement occurs during an earthquake. Possible
damage includes offset of the workings on either side of the
fault, destruction of timbering, collapse of roof and walls of
workings, and flooding of the mine--all of which could have
disastrous consequences.

5/Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to items in the list of
references at the end of this report.
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Mines in the epicentral region of strong earthquakes, but not
transected by fault movement, may suffer severe damage by
shaking. Timbering may fall, and collapse of roof or walls and
mine shafts and their linings may occur. Flooding of mine
workings by enlargement and interconnection of joints or old
fractures is possible.

Mines outside of the epicentral region are likely to suffer
little or no damage from a strong earthquake. Some spalling of
rock, falling of loose or weak roof pendants, or some shaking, are
the only effects to be expected, and in many cases the earthquake
is not even noticed in mines so located.

Other factors being equal, it appears reasonable that the
severity of damage due to shaking would probably be least when the
mine is located in highly competent, unweathered rock. Somewhat
greater damage would probably be expected in a mine located in
loose, unconsolidated, or incompetent rock. However, comparative
data on this are inadequate.

The intensity of shaking below ground is commonly less severe
than on the surface due seemingly to rock type. In general, the
progression of rock type upward from depth is from highly
competent unweathered rock, through weathered rock, to loose.
unconsolidated rock near the ground surface.

The overall lack of data pertaining to damage in the subsurface, it
would appear, is due in most part to lessened effects of seismicity at
depth.

EARTHQUAKE EFFECTS ON LOCAL AND REGIONAL HYDROLOGY

Hydrologic effects, on the other hand, are ubiquitous. With few
exceptions, large earthquakes (and some smaller ones in water-rich
areas such as southwestern Montana) produce a variety of hydraulic
phenomena such as:

o Well level fluctuations.
o Flooding of mines and other subterranean chambers.
o Variations in spring flow rates (temporary or permanent

increases, decreases, or cessation of flow).
o Increases or decreases in spring or geyser temperature.
o Changes in water chemistry in wells, springs, geysers and

streams.
o Changes in volume or flow direction of surface waters.
o Appearance of new springs, streams, or geysers.
o Disappearance of springs or geysers.
o Wells going dry.
o Artesian flow from previously non-flowing wells.
o Loss of artesian flow in wells.
o Rejuvenation of dry springs, wells, streams, or geysers.
o Water spouts.
o Sinkholes, both subareal and subaqueous.
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o Sand boils; sand, silt, or mud "geysers, Ovolcanoesg, or
Ocraterlets.

o Large volumes of sediment in springs, wells, or geysers.
o Pronounced modifications of functional behaviour of geysers.
o Water issuing, spouting, or gushing from fissures in the ground.
o Other rather bizarre phenomena such as oil, methane, and water

gushing from abandoned oil well; spring running 'blood red' due
to great influx of iron oxides; and previously sweet water wells
or springs becoming salty or charged with sulfur compounds.

Hydrologic effects such as the foregoing, as well as others, and
reported damage to underground workings as the result of seismic
activity are summarized in table 1.

ROCK BURST

Deep mines in several mining districts in the western U.S. are
subject to rock burst, most notably those in the Coeur d'Alene District
of northern Idaho. Rock burst is a phenomenon that occurs in deep
mines as a result of the removal (excavation) of confining material,
rather than one related to seismic activity. The conditions which
influence rock bursts in mines are: (1) the area of excavation; (2)
the shortest roof span; (3) stress pattern and concentration; (4) types
of rocks involved; (5) directions of planes of weakness in the rock;
and (6) the dip of the mineral deposit; the heaviest (most intense, of
an explosive nature) rock bursts are attributable to pillar failure (S,
pp. 932-933).
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TABLE 1. - Summary of effects of selected earthquakes on underground workings and on local and regional ground- and surface water regimen

Event Date 1/ N lat U long Mag Z/ MMI 3/ Subsurface damage

Near Fort Yuma, CA l1/09/I85Z 33.0 114.5 Und VIII (7) No damage reports located

Owens Valley. CA

Near Lake Chelan, WA

Utah-Idaho Border

Sonora, Mexico

Umatilla, OR

50 km E. of Milford, UT

Pine Valley, UT

Socorro, NM

Northeastern Arizona
(Coconino Forest)

Near Williams, AZ

Pleasant Valley, NV

03/26/1872 36.5

12/15/1872 49.2

11/10/1884 41.5

05/03/1887 31.0

03/07/1893 45.9

11/14/1901 38.7

11/17/1902 37.4

07116/1906 34.0

09/24/1910 36.0

08/18/1912 36.5

10/03/1915 40.5

118.0 Und

121.0 7.0 (?)

X-XI Cracked timbers, rock spalls

IX No damage reports located

111.2 Und VIII

.109.0 Und VItI-IX

No damage reports located

Rock spall at Tombstone. AZ

119.3 Und

112.1 Und

113.5 Und

107,0 Und

111.1 Und

111.5 Und

117.5 7.7

VII No damage reports located

VIII No damage reports located

VIII No damage reports located

VIII No damage reported from
mines in Socorro or
Magdalena Mts.

Vil No damage reports located

Vill No damage reports located

X Considerable portion of mine
tunnels caved at Kennedy;
no reported damage at
Golconda or Elko.

Hydrologic effects

"Mud volcanoes in Mexico south of Ft. Yuma assumed great
activity." Area was very sparsely populated.

Increases and In stream and spring flow; new springs
created; water issued from fissures; sand or mud spouts;
flow from non-artesian wells; reversal of stream flow;
new creek formed; new sulfur springs; fluctations in
wells; large water spouts; changes in chemical
composition of wells and springs; Owens and Kern Rivers
reversed direction for short time.

No reports of hydrologic effects located.

No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Waterholes became flowing streams; new springs created;
water and sand issued from fissures; "remarkable"
increase in flow of Yaqui River tributaries; increased
volume in wells andsprings.

No reports of hydrologic effects located

Large volume of water ejected from.cracks; local creeks
increased in volume.

No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Hot springs near Socorro increased in temperature (7).
See abstract.

No reports of hydrologic effects located.

No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Number of hot springs increased in temperature; some
dormant springs reactivated; increases and decreases in
spring flow; mud and water spouts; some wells and
springs went dry; large increase in flow of streams
and springs throughout Nevada.

Hot springs in Elsinore Valley ran "blood red" due to
heavy influx of Iron oxides.

Elsinore, UT 09129 thru 38.8
10/01/1921

112.2 Und VIII No damage reports located
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TABLE I.--Continued

Event Date 1/ N lat W long Mag 21 t1 3/ Subsurface damage Hydrologic effects

East of Helena, MT 06/28/1925 46.0 111.Z 6.1 Vill No damage reports located Widespread effect on wells and springs within 80 km of
epicenter; increases in spring flow and well levels;
some wells went dry, some turbid; new springs created;
water supply for Tolson, MT failed; mud, silt, and sand
"geysers" reported; abandoned oil well near Cody, WY
spouted oil, gas, and water for several days.

Cedar Mountain, NV

SE of Hawthorne, NV

Hansel Valley, UT

Near Helena, MT

Near Helena, MT

Milton-Freewater, OR

12/21/1932 38.7

01/30/1934 38.3

03/12/1934 41.7

10/19/1935 46.6

11/01/1935 46.6

07/16/1936 46.2

117.8 7.3

118.4 Und

112.8 6.6

E "Damage done to mines,
nature and extent of
damage not reported

VIII-IX Reports of 'considerable"
damage at Quaily Mine
See abstract

Vill No damage reports located

112.0 6.2 Vill Some mines reported
increase in mine water.
No damage reports located.

Some wells and springs increased or decreased in volume,
some unaffected; numerous reports of sand or silt
'volcanoes".

Some wells and springs showed level or flow changes.

Large quantities of water issued from fissures; mud
"volcanoes" and craterlets; new springs; 40 new springs
near Monument--had salty taste; artesian flow
from wells for period of time, water under considerable
hydrostatic head threw large pieces of sod into air;
Locomotive Springs dried up then resumed with a 30 pct
increase--flowed dark red for 8 h; oil seep near
Promontory Point increased flow; sinkholes reported.

Many sand or silt *volcanoes* reported throughout area;
new springs; increase in spring and stream flow; cold
spring flowed warm for short period; changes in well
levels.

Essentially same as above.

Several dormant springs revived; an artesian well also
revived and spouted water for a period of time.

No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Water well level changes, also in hot water wells;
several sand, mud or silt "volcanoes": changes in water
chemistry.

Mudflow due to soil saturation; artesian flow from
previously non-flowing wells; water table raised in some
valleys, lowered in others; mud and/or silt "volcanoes"
along fissures in ground; changes in spring flow, well
levels.

112.0 6.0 Vill No damage reports located

118.2 5.7 (?) VII No damage report located

Southwestern Montana
(Virginia City-Alder
area)

East of Fallon, NV
(Fallon-Stillwater
series)

Dixie Valley, NV

11/23/1947 44.8

07/06 thru 39.4
08/24/1954

112.0 6.3

118.5 6.6

Vill No damage reports located

VIII-IX No damage reports located

12/16/1954 39.3 118.2 7.3 X No damage reports located
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TABLE l.--Continued f

Event Date l/ N lat W long Rag K1 MMI 31 Subsurface damage Hydrologic effects

Hebgen Lake, MT 08/1871959 44.8 111.1 6.0-7.1 VI-X Flooding in Clayton Silver Great effect on surface and ground water regimen;
Mine, Custer Co., ID several springs; springs, wells turbid; new thermal

springs created; water spouts under considerable hydro-
static pressure; some wells became artesian; changes
in well levels throughout the U.S., including Puerto
Rice and Hawaii; water spouted from fissures; large
sinkholes developed; great changes in functional
behaviour of most thermal springs and geysers in
Yellowstone National Park; scores of long-dormant
geysers reactivated, new ones created; violent geyser
eruptions.

Pocatello Valley, ID 03/28/1975 42.1 112.5 6.1 VIII No damage reports located No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Yellowstone National 06/3011975 44.7 110.6 6.4 Vill No damage reports located Geysers greatly affected, many increased markedly in
Park, MT volume and activity, many ceased flow; several new

geysers come into existence; Gibbon River became very
turbid.

Mammoth Lakes, CA 05/2511980 37.6 118.6 6.1 VII No damage reports located Hot Creek area closed due to very high water
temperatures; many sand boils; discharge of water from
slump blocks; new hot spring created; some springs
increased in flow, others decreased, some unaffected;
wells and springs became turbid; steam and fumes issued
from fissures.

Borah Peak, ID 10/28/1983 44.0 113.9 7.3 IX-X Clayton Silver Mine flooded; Large increases in spring and stream discharge;
Kraken Hill Mine badly ephemeral lake formed; some springs dried up; higher
damaged, nature and scope levels in many U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
of damage proprietary, observation wells; sand and water issued from fissures;

some wells in Montana went dry, many turbid, some
increased in iron oxide levels.

Und Undetermined
(1) An uncertainty exists as to the actual value.
I/ Greenwich Civil Time (GCT).
7/ Magnitude--based on Richter scale.
:/ Based on Modified Mercalli Intensity scale, 1931.
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APPENDIX A.--EARTHQUAKE ABSTRACTS

The following earthquake abstracts are presented in bullet form for
quick reference and easy reading. In some cases, such as the Excelsior
Earthquake series in Nevada or the tlebgen Lake earthquakes in Montana,
the principal- and aftershocks are treated as a single event as it is
often impossible to distinguish from the literature which event is
responsible for reported damage or hydrologic manifestations. The
Montana earthquakes of 1935, for example, consisted of several large
aftershocks and more than 2,000 smaller shocks.

Information followed by a number in parentheses relates that datum
or data to a specific reference; data not so indicated were abstracted
from one or more of the references listed.

An entry such as 'No reports of damage located' should not be
construed as 'No damage occurred.' Such entries do not necessarily
preclude the existence of damage information, only that the
investigator was unable to locate any relevant data. Data in quotes
denotes the words of the referenced author(s).
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Location: Hear Fort Yuma, CA (?)
Latitude: 330 N
Longitude: 114.50 W
Date: November 9, 1852
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII (?)
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines

0 No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

° O. . . there were fissures in the ground there and the mud
volcanoes in Mexico south of Fort Yuma assumed great activity.'

References

7ownley, S. D. and M. W. Allen. Descriptive Catalog of the
Earthquakes of the Pacific Coast of the United States, 1769-1928. Bull.
Seism. Soc. Amer. v. 29, No. 1, 1939, p. 29.

Other References

Holden, E. S. A Catalogue of Earthquakes on the Pacific Coast,
1769-1897. Smithsonian Misc. Collections, v. 1087.
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Location: Owens Valley, CA
Latitude: 36.5o N
Longitude: 1180 W
Date: March 26, 1872
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): X-XI
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines 1/

o 'Rumors of a few sets of timbers broken in some of the mines' in
vicinity of Austin (Nevada) (1).

o Earthquake distinctly felt at Gold Hill (Virginia City, NV). Miner
injured by fall of rock in Belcher Mine (2).

o Men in mine near Virginia City felt 'very disagreeable sensations" (3).

o Earthquake "cracked timbers in some quartz mines" in vicinity of
Jackson, Amador County, CA (4).

o Mining camp of Cerro Gordo severely damaged (5). No reported
damage to underground workings.

o 'None of the (silver/lead/zinc) mines at Cerro Gordo caved in' (6).

o At Hot Springs several severe shocks were felt. Miners at 200 feet
felt nothing (7).

o Heavy damage to railroad tracks, roads, and homes at Eclipse Mine.
Kearsarge Mine and Mill felt severe shock; some damage to mill (8).
No reported damage to underground workings at either mine; however,
a miner at the Eclipse was injured by minor spalling of rock.

o Earthquake not felt in underground mines in vicinity of Bakersfield
(9).

Hydrologic Effects l/

o Temporary and/or permanent changes to watercourses, accumulations of
water awhere such were not known before", depressions filled with
water. Owens River near Lone Pine went dry for several hours
following the first heavy shock. Earthquake waves on Owens Lake (10).

o Immense volume of water thrown out of well at Desert Spring. Water
continued to flow (from March 26) until March 30 (11).

o Water and 'quicksand" thrown up from cracks up to 30 feet in depth

(12).

o Nine foot high "tidal wave" on Owens Lake (13).

I/Newspaper accounts from the personal files of Dr. Tousson Toppozada,
CA Div. Mines and Geol., Sacramento, CA.
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o *The recent earthquake let the bottom out of the well of Josiah
Rogers near this place. The well has never been without water in
the dryest season, but since the earthquake the water has
disappeared until there is not a bucketful left' (14).

o 'South of Fish Springs Slough water spouted out of the ground in
many places. Several new springs (came into existence) in formerly
desert places. In other places, streams and springs dried up' (15).

o uWater stopped running over Vernal Falls at Yo Semite (now Yosemite
National Park) for several minutes' (16).

o 'Old springs have dried up and new springs started' (17).

o 'Spring flow increased four-fold; quality of water increased, (now)
pure and sweet". Other springs in San Diego County increased flow
(18).

o Large increase in flow at Oak Spring (19).

o 'A wave about 1 foot high rolled up the Stockton Channel' (20).

o The Reno Journal (April 30, 1872) reports a hot spring east of
Wadsworth commenced throwing water to a height of 25 feet after
earthquake (21 ).

o 'Columns of water were lifted into the air and created quite a
stream" (22).

o Thirty new sulphur springs reported in Linn's Valley near
Glenville. Some fresh water springs increased two- to four-fold in
volume; some changed from fresh water to sulphur water (23).

o 'Important spring dries up . . attributed to earthquake" (24).

o "Spring, low in volume, becomes running stream with 15 inches of
good, clear, water" (25).

o "Water in springs in Columbus, Esmeralda County (Nevada), spouted
12-15 feet" (26).

o "Owens River increases in volume. New creek makes appearance" (27).

o "Owens Lake has risen 4 feet since the earthquake. The Kerns and
Owens rivers reversed course for several minutes. When they returned
to normal flow, they showed a large increase in volume" (28).

o "Owens Lake rising since earthquake; threatens to flood (mine)
workings at Swansea" (29). 2/

o "Inyo earthquake credited with having entirely stopped the flow of
water in some of the artesian wells at Los Angeles; those still
active are flowing at diminished rates" (3).

2/No reports of actual flooding were located.
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Location: Near Lake Chelan, WA
Latitude: 49.20 N
Longitude: 121.20 W
Date: December 15, 1872
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale):
Magnitude (Richter scale): 7.0 (?)

Ix

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o No reports of hydrologic effects located.

-Reference

Townley, S. D. and M. W. Allen.
Earthquakes of the Pacific Coast of
Bull. Seism. Soc. Amer., v. 29, No.

Descriptive Catalog of the
' the United States, 1769-1928.
1, 1939, pp. 259-260.

(?) An uncertainty exists as to the actual value.
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Location: Utah-Idaho Border
Latitude: 41.50 N
Longitude: 111.20 W
Date: November 10, 1884
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): ViII
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Reference

Williams, J. S. and M. L. Tapper. Summary of Earthquakes in Utah.
Bull. Seism. Soc. Amer. v. 43, No. 3, 1953 pp. 191-218.
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Location: Sonora, Mexico
Latitude: 31o N
Longitude: 1090 W
Date: May 3, 1887
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII-IX
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines

o Mining town of Tepic, near Moctezuma, Sonora, Mexico, was totally
demolished. However, the nearby Santa Ana Mine reported 'no caving
in any of the underground worksO although "swaying' was distinctly
felt on the 600 level (1).

o The shock was distinctly felt in Bisbee and Tombstone, AZ, but mine
damage in the area was 'trifling' and consisted of spalling of loose
rock (2). "At this time, the mines of Bisbee and Tombstone were
very extensively opened with many miles of underground workings and
large stopes in limestone" (2).

o A mine in Tombstone reported spalling on the 150 level.

o Another mine reported tremor 'definitely feltW on the 400 level and
miners reported observing a 'wave' or 'deflection' in solid
limestone (2).

o Miners at the 600 level in an unspecified mine felt shock 'severly",
many became sick--miners at the 150 level felt "less of a shock" (3).

Hydrologic Effects

In State of Sonora. Mexico

o Pre-existing "waterholes" (in Tepic/Moctezuma area) became flowing
springs; some dried up (1).

O A new spring came into existence on the road to Santa Ana Mine
(Tepic, Sonora).

o Aguilera (4) reports cracks near Baptiste, Sonora "emitted water
and fine sand' and commented on the remarkable' increase in volume
and rate of flow of the tributaries of the Yaqui River; new rivulets
of water appeared while others disappeared. The volume of water in
springs, wells, and surface drainages was surprising as the
surrounding area was extremely dry (4).
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Location: Umatilla, OR
Latitude: 45.90 N
Longitude: 119.30 W
Date: March 7, 1893
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VII
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage to underground mines located; reports of
damage on surface scanty--one wall of a stone building was thrown
down.

Hydrologic Effects

° No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Reference

Townley, S. 0. and M. W. Allen. Descriptive Catalog of the
Earthquakes of the Pacific Coast of the United States, 1769-1928.
Bull. Seism. Soc. Amer. v. 29, No. 1, 1939, p. 254.
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Location: 50 kilometers east of Milford, UT
Latitude: 38.70 N
Longitude: 112.10 W
Date: November 14, 1901
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): ViII
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o Large volumes of water ejected from ground fissures.

0 Local creeks increased flow volume.

Reference

Williams, J. S. and M. L. Tapper. Summary of Earthquakes in Utah.
Bull. Seism. Soc. Amer., v. 43, No. 3, 1953, pp. 191-218.
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Location: Pine Valley, UT
Latitude: 37.40 N
Longitude: 113.50 W
Date: November 17, 1902
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o No reports of hydrologic effects located.

-References

Townley, S. D. and M. W. Allen. Descriptive Catalog of the
Earthquakes of the Pacific Coast of the United States, 1769-1928.
Bull. Seism. Soc. Amer. v. 29, No. 1, 1939, p. 289

Williams, J. S. and M. L. Tapper. Summary of Earthquakes in Utah.
Bull. Seism. Soc. Amer., v. 43, No. 3, 1953, pp. 191-218.
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Location: Socorro, NM
Latitude: 340 R
Longitude: 1070 W
Date: July 16, 1906
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): ViII
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines

0 Severe damage was sustained by adobe and masonary buildings in
Socorro (School of Mines building undamaged). No damage, however,
was reported by C. T. Brown (a mining engineer) in his inspection
report of the mines in the Socorro and Magdalena mountains.

Hydrologic Effects

o Hot springs near Socorro purportedly increased in temperature, Reid,
(1) however, questions these reports.

WReference

1. Reid, R. F. Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America,
v. 1, No. 1, 1911, pp. 10-16.
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Location: Northeastern Arizona (Coconino Forest)
Latitude: 360 N
Longitude: 111.10 W
Date: September 24, 1910
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

0 No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Reference

Townley, S. D. and M. W. Allen. Descriptive Catalog of the
Earthquakes of the Pacific Coast of the United States, 1769-1928.
Bull. Seism. Soc. Amer. v. 29, No. 1, 1939.
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Location: Near Williams, AZ
Latitude: 36.50 N
Longitude: 111.50 W
Date: August 18, 1912
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines

o The area then was very sparsely populated; no reports of damage or
other effects to underground mines or workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Reference

Tolman, C. F., Jr. Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America,
v. 2, No. 3, 1912, pp. 209-210.
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Location: Pleasant Valley, NV
Latitude: 40.50 N
Longitude: 117.50 W
Date: October 3, 1915
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): X
Magnitude (Richter scale): 717

Effects on Underground Mines

o At Kennedy (near the epicenter) . . ."A considerable portion of
mine tunnels were caved."

o No reported mine damage at Golconda (166 km from Kennedy) or Elko
(70 km from Kennedy).

Hydrologic Effects

o Increased flow in springs around Elko.

o *One of the most striking effects of the earthquake was the large
increase in the flow of streams and springs throughout (emphasis
added) Nevada".

o In Pleasant Valley, all streams issuing from the Sonoma Range
increased by a multiple of three to four; water stood on the
(normally dry) playas.

o Mud spouts and "craterlets' came into existence.

o At Mud Spring, "water spouted to 2 to 3 feet with every lurch of
the ground."

o Several hot springs increased flow; many went dry, many came into
existence.

o A number of hot springs increased in temperature; several 'extinct'
hot springs renewed flow.

o Hot springs at Elko rose several inches.

o Spring near Carson went dry; drilled to restore flow.

Reference

Jones, J. C. The Pleasant Valley, Nevada, Earthquake of October 2,
1915. Bull. Seis. Soc. Amer., v. 5, No. 4, 1915, pp. 190-205.
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Location: Elsinore, UT
Latitude: 38.80 N
Longitude: 112.20 W
Date: September 29, 30, and October 1, 1921
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reported damage to underground workings although heavy damage
sustained to brick and adobe structures, chimneys, plaster, glass,
etc., at surface.

Hydrologic Effects

o Along east margin of Elsinore Valley near Monroe and Joseph, hot
springs became 'blood red' due to a heavy influx of iron oxides.

References

Pack, F. J. Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, v. 11,
Nos. 3 and 4, 1921, pp. 155-165,

Williams, J. S. and M. L. Tapper. Summary of Earthquakes in Utah.
Bul. Seism. Soc. Amer., v. 43, No. 3, 1953, pp. 191-218.
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Location: East of Helena, MT
Latitude: 460 N
Longitude: 111.20 W
Date: June 28, 1925
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII
Magnitude (Richter scale): 6.7

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reported mine damage. Miners at a mine in Barker working at a
depth of 77 m did not feel shock; miners in underground mines at
Butte, MT (68 km from Helena) were also unaware of earthquake.

Hydrologic Effects

o Widespread effect on springs and wells within an 80 km radius of
epicenter.

o Both increases in spring flow and well levels were reported.

o Some wells went dry while others became turbid.

o Water supply for Toston, MT failed.

o Several new springs came into existence; several went dry.

o Reported increased flow of hot water at White Sulphur Springs and
Alhambra Springs at Clancy.

o An unidentified oil well near Cody, WY, unproductive for several
years, spewed gas, oil, and water for several days. Flow started
around noon of the day following the earthquake.

o Near Lewistown a spring *broke out" flowing at a rate of 440 L/min.

o Several mud, silt, sand, and water "geysers* reported.

References

Byerly, P. Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, v. 16,
No. 4, 1926, pp. 209-265.

Pardee, J. T. The Montana Earthquake of June 27, 1925. U.S. Geol.
Surv. Prof. Paper 147, 1926, pp. 7-23.

Willson, F. F. Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America,
v. 16, No. 3, 1926, pp. 165-169.
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Location: Cedar Mountain, NV
Latitude: 38.70 N
Longitude: 117.80 W
Date: December 21, 1932
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): X
Magnitude (Richter scale): 7.3

Effects on Underground Mines 1/

° . . a mill at one mine was considerably damaged (assume mill
was on surface) and there was some underground sloughing in various
mine workings (1, p. 27 ).

° 'Damage done to mines" (2)--nature and extent of damage not
reported.

Hydrologic Effects (3)

o Several wells and springs experienced increases and/or decreases in
flow rates; many remained unaffected.

o Spring flow at the Nevada Mine increased.

o Numerous reports of silt or sand "volcanoes' and craters.

References

1. Stevens, P. R. A Review of the Effects of Earthquakes on
Underground nines. U.S. Geol. Surv. Open-file Rep. 77-313, 1977.

2. U. S. Earthquakes, 1928-1935. U.S. Dep. Commerce, Environ. Sci.
Service Admin., Coast and Geod. Surv., Washington, OC, 1968, p. 12.

3. Gianella, V. P. and E. Callaghan. The Cedar Mountain, Nevada
Earthquake of December 20, 1932. Bull. Seism. Soc. Amer., v. 24, No.
4, 1934.

1/Richter (1958, in 1, p. 27) states (area of Cedar Mountain)
is one the least inhabited parts of the U.S.; at the time of

the earthquake hardly a dozen persons were in the region.'
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Location: Southeast of Hawthorne, NV (Excelsior Mountains
earthquake sequence)

Latitude: 38.30 N
Longitude: 118.40 W
Date: January 30, 1934
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VILI-IX
Magnitude (Richter scale): Undetermined

Effects on Underground Mines (both principal and aftershocks)

o Miners in a tunnel at Marietta (NV) " . . . felt obliged to steady
themselves' but reported no damage.

o No damage was reported from the Silver Star Mine (Camp Douglass).

o Underground workers at the Silver Dike tungsten mine 'scarcely
noticed' shocks that were 'acutely perceptible to those on
surface. No reported mine damage.

o Reports of 'considerable damage' to the Quaily Mine. However,
damage (according to the owner) may have been the result of the 1932
shock (Cedar Mountain).

Hydrologic Effects

o Some wells and springs exhibited increases or decreases in levels
or flow rates with no discernible pattern.

Reference

Gianella, V. P. and E. Callaghan. The Earthquake of January 30,
1934 at Excelsior Mountains, Nevada. Bull. Seism. Soc. Amer. v. 25,
No. 2, 1935, pp. 161-168.
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Location: Hansel Valley, Ul (Kosmo)
Latitude: 41.70 X

Longitude: 112.80 W
Date: March 12, 1934
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII
Magnitude (Richter scale): 6.6

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o Large quantities of water issued from ground fissures.

o Many new springs.

0 Forty new springs at Monument--all had salty taste.

o Mud cone and 'volcanoes' reported.

o Several sinkholes reported.

o Artesian flow from previously non-flowing wells--resumed normal
flow after period of time.

o Large pieces of sod thrown into air by water spouts under
considerable hydrostatic head.

o Large fluctuations in area wells.

o Locomotive Springs dried up, later resumed at 30 pct increase in
flow--water ran dark red for 8 h.

o Oil seep near Promontory Point increased flow.

References

Shenon, P. J. The Utah Earthquake of March 12, 1934. Paper in U.S.
Earthquakes, 1928-1935. U.S. Oep. Commerce, Environ. Sci. Service
Admin., Coast and Geod. Surv., Washington, DC, 1968. pp. 43-48.

U.S. Earthquakes, 1928-1935. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Environ. Sci.
Service Admin., Coast and Geod. Surv., Washington, DC, 1968. pp. 13-18.
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Location: Near Helena, MT
Latitude: 46.60 N
Longitude: 1120 W
Date: October 19, 1935
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VII[
Magnitude (Richter scale): 6.2

Effects on Underground Workings

o No reported damage to underground workings within the State of
Montana.

o Several mines (not identified by name) reported an increase in
water inflow.

° Mine officials at the Gould Mine, 45 km northwest of Helena,
reported minor spalling of rock on the 200 level; the shock was not
felt below the 200 level.

o An unidentified mine, 48 km southwest of Helena, reported no damage
but the tremor was *felt slightlyT on the 500 level.

Hydrologic Effects

o Many unspecified wells and springs in the region showed changes in
level and/or flow volume.

o Most noticeable was increased spring flow and the development of
new springs.

o Several creeks and rivers (not specified) reportedly showed
significant increases in flow.

o A normally cold spring, 121 km southwest of Helena, flowed warm;
returned to normal after a few days.

o Sand or silt geysers' or 'volcanoes' were reported throughout the
region.

Reference

Scott, H. W. The Montana Earthquakes of 1935. MT Bur. Min. and
Geol. Mem. 16, 1936, 47 pp.
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Location: Near Helena, MT I/
Latitude: 46.60 -
Longitude: 1120 W
Date: November 1, 1935
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale):
Magnitude (Richter scale): 6.0

Vill

Effects on Underground Workings

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

o Tremor not felt below the 600 level at the Gould Mine (45 km
northwest of Helena); cars slightly shaken on the 600 level of an
unspecified mine southwest of Helena.

Hydrologic Effects

o Effects on surface and ground waters were essentially the same as
for the October 19 earthquake described on the preceeding page.

Reference

Scott, H. W. The Montana
Geol. Hem. 16, 1936, 47 pp.

Earthquakes of 1935. MT Bur. Min. and

1/Probable aftershock of October 19 earthquake but treated as
separate event in reference.-
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Location: Milton-Freewater, OR
Latitude: 46.20 N
Longitude: 118.20 W
Date: July 16, 1936
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale):
Magnitude (Richter scale): 5.7 (?)

VII

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o Several dormant springs revived by tremor; an artesian well also
revived and spouted water for an unspecified period of time.

Reference

Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America. V. 27, No. 3,
1937, pp. 205-209

(X) An uncertainty exists as to the actual value
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Location: Southwestern Montana (Virginia City-Alder area)
Latitude: 44.80 N
Longitude: 111.80 W
Date: November 23, 1947
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII
Magnitude (Richter scale): 6.3

Effects-on Underground Mines

o Ho reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Reference

Qamar, A. I. and M. C. Stickney. Montana Earthquakes, 1869-1969. MT
Bur. Mines and Geol. Mem. 51, 1983, 79 pp.
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Location: East of Pallon, NV (Fallon-Stillwater Earthquakes)
Latitude: 39.40 N
Longitude: 118.60 W
Date: July 6, and August 24, 1954
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII-IX
Magnitude (Richter scale): 6.6 to 6.8

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o Widespread 'silt volcanoes."

o Water well levels in the general area increased or decreased with
'no discernible pattern;' same phenomena noted in hot water wells.

o At Salt Wells, the water reportedly experienced a marked change in
taste and odor.

Reference

Slemmons, O. B. Damage Caused by the Earthquakes of 1954. Bull.
Seism. Soc. Amer., v. 46, No. 1, 1956.
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Location: Dixie Valley, NV
Latitude: 39.30 N
Longitude: 118.20 W
Date: December 16 1954
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): X
Magnitude (Richter scale): 7.3

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

o Miners at Nevada Scheelite Mine reported flashes of fire on nearby
mountain slopes but no damage at mine.

Hydrologic Effects

o Increases and decreases in spring flow rates; some unaffected
(names and locations of springs not specified).

o Level changes in many wells.

o Reported mudflow as result of saturation of soil near spring.

o Water flowed for several months from several wells that had not
flowed before.

o Ground water level in Fairview Valley about 1.3 m higher than
pre-earthquake level.

o Ground water levels in Eastgate and Westgate Valleys lowered.

o Mud and/or silt 'volcanoes' along fissures in ground.

Reference

Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America. V. 47, No. 4,
1957, pp. 299-400.
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Location: Hebgen Lake, MT (principal earthquake and aftershocks)
Latitude: 44.80 N
Longitude: 111.10 W
Date: August 18, 1959
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale):VI-X
Magnitude (Richter scale): 6.0 to 7.1

Effects on Underground Mines

o Clayton Silver Mine, Custer County, ID reported flooding; flow
returned to normal in about 8 months. This mine was also flooded as
a result of the Borah Peak, ID, earthquake of October 28, 1983 (2,
p. 289).

Hydrologic Effects (1)

o Earthquake had great effect on ground- and surface-water regimen.

o Many springs and wells in Montana and Idaho became turbid.

o Small ephemeral springs created.

o Big Springs, about 20 km southwest of West Yellowstone (in Idaho),
became very turbid.

o Series of new thermal springs (10 to 11.70 C) Near Horse Butte.

o Several unspecified wells commenced artesian flow under high
hydrostatic pressure; many emitted fine sand.

o Milky water flowed under pressure from unidentified oil-test well.

o Water under considerable pressure issued from ground fissures; sand
spouts numerous.

o Large sinkholes formed in alluvial plain along Dave Johnson Creek.

o Several large sinkholes and sandspouts formed on bottom of Hebgen
Lake; revealed when water level lowered for inspection of dam.

o Earthquake caused fluctuations in wells throughout conterminous
United States and as far away as Puerto Rico and Hawaii; most
pronounced well fluctuations ever recorded in the U.S.

0 Well at Mud Lake, ID, collapsed.
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o Tremor resulted in 'great changes in functional behaviour" of most
thermal springs and geysers along Firehole and Gibbon Rivers in
Yellowstone National Park. The following comments pertain to
Yellowstone:

Many wells, springs, and geysers exhibited changes in chemical
composition.

"Scores" of long-dormant springs and geysers reactivated; new
geysers created.

Marked modifications in general geyser behaviour; many violent
eruptions strewing large pieces of sinter (geyserite) over large
areas.

Large number of unspecified springs and geysers became turbid.

References

1. U.S. Geological Survey. The Hebgen Lake, Montana Earthquake of
August 17, 1959. Cooperating Agencies: U.S. Department of the
Interior Geological Survey, National Park Service; U.S. Department of
Commerce Coast and Geodetic Survey; U.S. Department Agriculture Forest
Service. U.S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 435, 1964, 242 pp.

2. Whitehead, R. L., R. W. Harper. and H. G. Sisco. Hydraulic
Changes Associated with the October 28, 1983 Idaho Earthquake.
PAGEOPH, v. 122 (1984-85), Basel, Switzerland. Available from U.S.
Geol. Sury. Water Resour. Div., 230 Collins Road, Boise, ID, 83702.
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Location: Pocatello Valley, ID
Latitude: 42.10 N
Longitude: 112.50 W
Date: March 28, 1975
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII
Magnitude (Richter scale): 6.1

Effects on Underground Mines

o No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o No reports of hydrologic effects located.

Reference

Coffman, J. L. and C. W. Stover. U.S. Earthquakes, 1975. U.S. Dep.
Commerce, Natl. Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and U.S. Geol.
Surv., Boulder, CO, 1976, pp. 20-24.
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Location: Yellowstone National Park, MT
Latitude: 44.70 N
Longitude: 110.60 W
Date: June 30, 1975
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VIII
Magnitude (Richter scale): 6.4

Effects on Underground Mines

0 No reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o Geysers (generally) greatly affected; many increased flow and
became more active.

o Several new geysers came into existence.

o Gibbon River became very turbid.

Reference

Coffman, J. L. and C. W. Stover. U.S. Earthquakes, 1975. U.S. Dep.
of Commerce, Natl. Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and U.S.
Geol. Surv., Boulder, CO, 1976.
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Location: Mammoth Lakes, CA
Latitude: 37.6o N
Longitude: 118.80 W
Date: May 25, 1980
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): VII
Magnitude (Richter scale): 6.1

Effects on Underground Mines

o Ho reports of damage or other effects to underground mines or
workings located.

Hydrologic Effects

o Discharge of water from slump blocks and ground cracks.

o Sand boils widespread.

o Hot Creek recreational area closed for period of time due to
dangerously high water temperatures.

o Reports of mud ejected from fissures.

o Increase in spring flow in creek north of Mammoth School.

o One spring reportedly increased flow rate (rate not specified)
immediately before and after shock of May 25.

o Steam and fumes reported issuing from ground cracks.

o Fumaroles reported (number, location not reported in reference).

o Hew hot spring started developing at Hot Creek the day before
(emphasis added) the 25 May event.

o Wells at the Mammoth fish hatchery, Casa Diablo. and Hot Creek
above the hot springs became turbid.

References

California Geology. V. 33, No. 9.

Sherburne, R. W. Mammoth Lakes, California Earthquakes of May,
1980. CA Div. Mines and Geol. Spec. Publ. 150, 1980, 141 pp.
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Location: Borah Peak, ID
Latitude: 44.0o N
Longitude: 113.90 W
Date: October 28, 1983
Intensity (Modified Mercalli scale): IX-X
Magnitude (Richter scale): 7.3

Effects on Underground Mines

0 Clayton Silver Mine flooded. Operators required to pump 126 LUs;
pre-earthquake pumping rate was 62 L/s (1, p. 289;-3). Mine also
flooded as result of Hebgen Lake event of 1959.

o The Kraken Hill Mine, located near Challis, ID, reported heavy
damage the nature and extent of which is proprietary.l/

Hydrologic Effects (2)

Idaho Sites

o USGS gaging station on the Salmon River at Salmon--increased
discharge.

o Larson Creek--increased discharge to 845 L/s (pre-earthquake
discharge rate not specified).

o Sulphur Creek- -increased discharge reported. Discharge in 1971 was
440 Us; increased to 753 U/s after earthquake.

o Hole in the Rock Creek--increased discharge reported.

o Lime Creek--increased discharge reported.

o Warm Springs south of Challis -dried up; resumed flow in November
1983.

o Devils Canyon--increased discharge reported.

o Grouse Creek drainage---formed new 8,000-m2 lake about 3 m deep;
reported by U.S. Forest Service.

o Spring near Clayton Silver Mine--according to report, discharge
diminished, then increased; amount of increase not reported.

o Unnamed spring--increased discharge reported.

1/Confidential report from Kraken Hill Mine management to Bureau of
Mines, Western Field Operations Center, Spokane, WA, and U.S. Small
Business Administration, Disaster Assistance - Area 4, Sacramento, CA.
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o Tub Spring area--increased discharge reported.

o Unnamed spring--new spring reported.

O Road Creek--increased discharge reported.

o Bear Creek--increased discharge reported.

o USGS gaging station, Herd Creek below Trail Creek Gulch near
Clayton--increased discharge reported.

o Pine Creek--increased discharge reported.

o USGS observation well--higher water level.

o Chilly Buttes---discharge diminished, then recovered. Water under
high hydraulic head gushed out of fissures on side of butte (head
estimated at 35 m); discharge exceeded 2,800 Lfs. Sand and water
issued from craters in valley floor. A temporary lake formed but
drained within 2 weeks.

o Birch Springs---springs along fault saturated hillside and caused
landslide.

o Bartlett Creek--increased discharge reported.

o USGS gaging station on Big Lost River at Howell Ranch near
Chilly--increased discharge reported.

o Hamilton Spring--surge of water (about 2,800 L/s); after surge,
discharge rate continued for an unspecified period of time at about
twice the pre-earthquake rate of 850 L/s.

o Spring at Mackay State Fish Hatchery--surge of water (about 2,000
L/s); after surge, rate increased from pre-earthquake rate of 620
L/s to 850 L/s.

o Elkhorn Creek Canyon---new springs reported to discharge about 60
L/s.

0 USGS gaging station on North Fork Big Lost River at Wildhorse near
Chilly--increased discharge reported.

o Mackay Reservior--stage fluctuated (double amplitude) by about
0.03 m.

o Mackay City Spring--increased discharge reported.

o Easley Warm Spring--increased discharge reported.

o Cherry Creek area--new springs and landslide reported.
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o USGS observation well--higher water level after temblor.

o USGS gaging station on Big Wood River at Hailey--increased
discharge reported.

o USGS observation well--higher water level after temblor.

o USGS gaging station on Big Wood River near Bellevue-increased
discharge reported.-

o USGS gaging station on Little Wood River above High Five Creek near
Carey-increased discharge reported.

o USGS observation well--higher water level after temblor.

O U.S. National Fish Hatchery spring--large spring fluctuated about
85 L/s above and below normal rate of 740 L/s for several days.

o One warm spring ceased flowing; resumed flow several days later at
about nine times the original flow.

° Ground water levels rose by as much as 3 m near the epicenter.

o USGS observation well--water level lower, then returned to normal
after large aftershock.

o USGS observation well--increased discharge from artesian well.

o USGS observation well--water level higher, then declined (not
specified whether decline was to normal, subnormal or supernormal
level).

o USGS observation well--water level lower, then returned to normal.

o USGS gaging station on Lemhi River near Lemhi--increased discharge
reported.

o USGS gaging station on Little Lost Creek below Wet Creek near
Howe--increased discharge reported.

o USGS gaging station on South Fork Boise River near Featherville--
increased discharge reported.

o USGS gaging station on Salmon River below Yankee Fork near
Clayton--increased discharge reported.

o USGS gaging station on Thompson Creek near Clayton--increased
discharge reported.
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o USGS gaging station on Squaw Creek below Bruno Creek near Clayton-
increased discharge reported.

o USGS gaging station on East Fork Salmon River above Big Boulder
Creek near Clayton--increased discharge reported.

Montana Sites

o Well in Browning area--went dry after shock, was good producer
previously.

o Spring in Kalispell area--yielded brown water 3 h after temblor;
duration of brown water flow not specified.

° Well in Thompson Falls area--pump set 1.2 m above bottom pumped dry
quickly after earthquake.

o Well in Superior area--yielded muddy, iron-stained water for
several hours.

o Well in Geraldine area--developed odor and iron problems after
shock.

o Well in Glendive area--yielded muddy water.

o Several wells in Florence area--wells yielded iron-enriched water
after temblor; stains badly.

o Springs in Victor area--increased discharge reported.

o Well in Corvallis area--developed 'muddy' taste.

o Wells in Hamilton area--one well yielded red water after
earthquake; seven others went dry.

0 Well in Darby area--well always yielded iron-enriched water; much
worse after shock.

o Well in Bozeman area--now loses prime; was a good producer since
1930.

o Well in Bozeman area--yielded iron-enriched water after earthquake.

o Well in Joliet area--went dry 2 days after shock.

o Well in Joliet area--' . . . developed hydrogen sulfide odor. No
apparent changes in quantity, quality, temperature, or appearance."
(J. A. Moreland, USGS, written communication, 1984, in l, p. 286,
ref. no. 65).
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APPENDIX B.(1)--4odified Mercalli Intensity Scale of 1931 (Abridged) 1/

I. Not felt except by a very few under especially favorable
conditions.

II. Felt by only a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors of
buildings. Delicately suspended objects may swing.

111. Felt quite noticeably indoors, especially on upper floors of
buildings, but many people do not recognize motion as an earthquake.
Standing motor cars may rock slightly. Vibration similar to that of a
passing truck.

IV. During the day felt indoors by many; felt outdoors by few. At
night, some awakened. Dishes, windows, doors disturbed; walls make
creaking sound. Sensation similar to that of a heavy truck striking
building. Standing motor cars rock noticeably.

V. Felt by nearly everyone; many awakened. Some dishes and windows
broken; a few instances of cracked plaster; unstable objects
overturned. Disturbance of trees, poles, and other tall objects
sometimes noticed. Pendulum clocks may stop.

VI. Felt by all; many frightened and run outdoors. Some heavy
furniture moved; a few instances of falling plaster or damaged
chimneys. Damage slight.

VII. Everyone runs outdoors. Damage negligible in buildings of good
design and construction; slight to moderate in well-built, ordinary
structures; considerable in poorly-built or badly designed structures.
Some chimneys broken. Noticed by persons driving motor cars.

Vill. Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable in
ordinary, substantial buildings, with partial collapse; great in
poorly-built structures. Panel walls thrown out of frame structures.
Destruction of chimneys, factory stacks, columns, monuments, walls.
Heavy furniture overturned. Sand and mud ejected from ground in small
amounts. Changes in well water. Persons driving motor cars disturbed.

IX. Damage considerable in specially designed structures; well-
designed frame structures thrown out of plumb; damage great in
substantial buildings, with partial collapse. Buildings shifted off
foundations. Ground cracked conspicuously. Underground pipes broken.

X. Some well-built wooden structures destroyed; most masonry and
frame buildings destroyed with foundations. Ground badly cracked.
Rails bent. Considerable amount of landslides from river banks and
steep slopes. Shifted sand and mud. Water splashed over banks.

1/For an unabridged version of the Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale
of 1931, see reference (2).
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XI. Few, if any masonry structures
destroyed. Broad fissures in ground.
out of service. Earth slumps and land
bent greatly.

remain standing. Bridges
Underground pipelines completely
slips in soft ground. Rails

XII. Damage total. Waves seen on ground surface. Lines of sight and
level distorted. Objects thrown into the air.
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